
SHAPING & PROPER WEARING ON THE BERET

TO PREP THE BERET FOR SHAPING YOU WILL NEED THE FOLLOWING:

o TIME OF ABOUT 2 - 4HRS

o BERET

o SCISSORS

o TRASH CAN

o SINGLE BLADE RAZOR (OLD BIC TYPE)

. THREAD AND NEEDLE

o COLORED PATCH (WHT, PURPLE, GREEN) IF NOT GENERAL MEMBER

O GOLD 4TH DEGREE PIN

BEGINNING:

1.. Remove liner the inside of the beret. Cutting with the scissors at the band.

Carefully cut it removing the liner, without cutting into the beret or the

band.



2. Use a Mannequin or your knee. With the beret turned inside out place the

beret on the mannequin or your knee. Softly begin to shave all the fuzz

from the beret (see picture). Be extremely careful not to shave too much at

a time especially in the center where there is a knot. Working too fast can

cut the knot and leave a hole in the center of the beret.

Once inside shaving is complete turn the beret right side out and shave all

the fuzz from the outside of the beret. Continue to use the same caution in

shaving as you did on the inside of the beret.

Now all the shaving is complete, there is a board in the front of the beret.

You will need to cut 1 inch from each side. Measure linch from each edge

and cut straight up, don't cut the felt of the beret (see picture of cut

pieces).

3.

4.



The remaining piece is what the patch is to be sewn to from the outside'

You may need a seamstress to do the sewing. Once color patch is sewn on

apply the 4th degree emblem to the beret (see picture).

Place the beret on your head with the emblem over the left eye and the band is

to be linch above your eye brow. Tie the beret in the back and place excess under



the beret next the head or tuck into the banding where the string comes from on

the beret in case you need to tighten at a later date. lt should be snug but not

binding (you don't want it loose enough to where it will fly off or fall off if you

bend over.

6. Now remove the beret completely soak the beret with cold water. Ring it

out and place on your head or the mannequin with the emblem in the

correct place.

7. Now stretch the beret by pulling the beret tight to the head on the left and

the excess should hang half way through the right ear.

8. Leave it on your head or the mannequin until dry.

9. This may need to be repeated if the excess is not hanging half way through

the right ear.

10. See the 2 pictures of the District Master with it properly on his head.


